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Sub.- DCP- VEMAS: (TIRES TRANSFER THROUGH SOFT COPY)- Transfer of tyres from
one depot to other through soft copy -Implementation of software - Reg.

At present, there is no facility for deletion of tyre data from the tyres master, when
ever the tyres are transferred from one depot to other depot or tyres transferred along with
vehicles Similarly when the tyres are received along with vehicles from other depots, tyres
ADCs are not entering the tyres into tyre master properly due to which tyre mileage are not
.posted correctly. . .

To avoid the above problem. computers department has developed a program to send
/ receive the tyres through softcopy. While sending the tyres to other depot, the program
will delete the tyres from tyre master of parent depot and will write a softcopy which is to be
sent to receiving depot along with 68B of tyres ..

Tyres receiving depot has to down load the tyres softcopy to data directory. To insert
the tyres in to tire master,' tyres insertion program to be used. The program transfers the
,tyres along with tyres history. Now manual tyre deletion and insertion is restricted. The
detail procedure of implementation of above program is given in the file
"modifications.vemas" which is available under "RTCWAN" /tptobj/vemas directory.

Hence all the Regional Managers are requested to give necessary instruction to the
Depot Managers to implement the above program in all depots.
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Copy toAll EDs (Zones) for favor of information.
Copy to CME (0) fOf information. .
Copy to Dy.CME (P) / Dy.CME (O)/COS (Computers) for information & n/a.
Copy to All Dy.CMEs /WMs/COS for n/a.
Copy to All Depot Managers ISO (D &T) for n/a.
Copy to All Mechanical Incharges for nl a.
Copy to All Core Group Supervisors for nl a.
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